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But wait, let's recap. What are the Sustainable Development Goals again?

In September 2015 World Leaders committed to the Global Goals for Sustainable Development. 17 goals to 
achieve 3 extraordinary things by 2030. End extreme poverty. Fight inequality and injustice. Tackle climate 

change.

Is that something you believe can be improved? Believe us, you are not the only one.
We, as young people, with the manpower of 1.8 billion people, play a crucial role to transform this from a plan to real action. 
We will be the ones influenced by success or failure of these Goals in 13 years.

Created by young people for young people, this guide consists of daily actions and projects that you can organise with your 
friends to help achieve these 3 extraordinary things. The Guide was created based on ideas of 500 young leaders from 126 
countries and territories gathered at the global conference in the Netherlands in February 2017 and an online survey open 
for young people. Combined with expertise of the 13 organizations from different sectors, these ideas built the Young 
Person’s Guide to Saving the World. 
 
AIESEC collaborated with UN Volunteers to make this Guide more accessible for young people around the world by 
translating it to various languages and using it in youth-related advocacy work to raise awareness about the SDGs. 

About
the Guide1.

Take everyday actions
and start being sustainable

for a better world!

This guide includes a set of simple actions for each Sustainable Development Goal that 
you, as a young person, can contribute to on a daily basis.

    This Guide doesn’t claim to 
accommodate all the things young 

people can do to achieve the Global 
Goals. Consider it as a guiding tool to 

discover what you are passionate about 
and get some ideas of what is in your 
capacity to help. Be innovative and 

create your own actions! (just make sure 
they are aligned with the description of 

the Global Goals).



About
AIESEC, Youth4GG and UN Volunteers2.

     AIESEC is a global youth-led organization striving to achieve peace and fulfilment of humankind’s potential by activating 
leadership qualities in youth through learning from practical experiences in challenging environments. We are a global network 
of young leaders under the age of 30 who strive to better themselves and the communities around them. AIESEC does not 
discriminate on the basis of ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, religion or national/ social origin.

   The organization is present in 126 countries and territories 
and every aspect of AIESEC’s operations are managed by 
students and recent graduates.

     Since we were founded, we have engaged and developed 
over 1,000,000 young people who have been through an 
AIESEC experience. The impact of our organization can be 
seen through our alumni who represent business, NGO and 
world leaders, including one Nobel Peace Prize laureate.

It is every young 
person's responsibility 

to take a positive role in 
shaping the future of 

our planet.



Youth 4 Global Goals (Youth4GG) is an initiative powered by AIESEC. It aims to develop the 
leadership potential of young people by engaging them in purposeful and cross-cultural 
projects around the globe, designed to impact the Sustainable Development Goals.

We believe that youth is an important player to 
achieve the Global Goals.

 
We aim to educate more young people about the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 
provide volunteering opportunities, amongst other activities, to take action on the issues you 
care about.

The United Nations Volunteers (UNV) programme contributes to peace and development through volunteerism worldwide. 
UNV works under a dual mandate – to mobilize volunteers for the United Nations System and to advocate for the importance 
of volunteerism in development worldwide. UNV and its volunteers have unparalleled relevance in the age of the Sustainable 
Development Goals. Never before has the UNV’s mandate aligned more closely with the global development agenda. The 
2030 Agenda calls for leaving no one behind and recognizes that traditional means of implementation are not enough and 
must be complemented by actions that deepen impact and widen reach. UNV is active in around 130 countries, and every 
year deploys over 6,500 UN Volunteers and over 12,000 UN Online Volunteers through www.onlinevolunteering.org
Find out more on how to engage with UNV or become a UN Volunteer at www.unv.org.

How are we doing it?

By running advocacy 
campaigns we aim to reach 

every young person and 
educate them on the 17 

Goals and their impact by 
2030. 

We host our events 
(YouthSpeak Forums) in 

various locations around the 
world to engage youth to 

search for solutions on how 
to contribute to the Global 

Goals. 

We create volunteering 
opportunities locally and 

globally, to enable 
contribution to a cause you 
believe in. Annually, we run 
over 6,000 projects in more 

than 120 countries and 
territories. 

Awareness Understanding Action



How to use the Guide:
YOUTH3.

It doesn’t matter where you are from, you can do something every day to make the world a better place. This was the 
inspiration behind this Guide - check out how you can use it to make your contribution:

Choose what matters to you and act
This Guide offers a glimpse into the core of each of the Sustainable Development Goals. Learn what you are 
passionate about, what to change in your community and choose actions that you want to contribute with. 

Start small: pick actions that are easy to do every day and move on to bigger actions. When this will 
become a routine, challenge yourself and go to Level 2. 

Level 1. DIY (or do it yourself)

Create group actions or projects
The biggest (and the most impactful) actions require organizing initiatives that can influence the whole 
community and often need their engagement. Your neighbours, educational institutions and eventually even the 
whole city - everybody is affected by the SDGs so it's everybody's business.

Level 3. Mobilize your community

Tell them about the Guide and the actions they can take
Raising awareness about the SDGs is something you can do every single day. You can choose actions from 
this guide or just explain the importance of the Goals to all your friends and family. Inspire more people to 

do something about the biggest global challenges. 

After you're done enlightening everyone, why not move on the Level 3?

Level 2. Engage your family and friends



How to use the Guide:
ORGANIZATIONS

Business

Corporate volunteering: 
You can base a corporate 
volunteering strategy for young 
employees on this Guide and the 
actions. By contributing to different 
initiatives mentioned here, 
employees can use their pro bono 
hours and provide expertise related 
to different issues.
 
Include in your CSR strategy: 

Review the Guide and include 
initiatives from the Guide as projects 
in your CSR strategy or choose 
existing projects run by young 
people in your local community and 
need help with your expertise or 
resources.

NGO or CSO
 

Internal campaigns:  
Organise internal challenges for your 
members and volunteers to 
complete actions from the Guide 
and recognize the best achievers.

Inform your network:  
You can raise awareness and engage 
people in/outside of your 
organization by spreading the Guide 
through your channels and letting 
them adopt the actions from the 
Guide in their daily lives. 

Include in your projects or 
initiatives: 

Review projects and initiatives 
organized by your NGO/CSO and 
see how the actions from the Guide 
can fit into your project plan and 
empower more young people to do 
something for the SDGs.

Educational Institution

Educate your students about 
the SDGs: 

You can use the SDG Curriculum to 
educate your students about the 
SDGs and let them use the Guide to 
explore which initiatives they want 
to organize with their class.

Support initiatives from the 
Guide: 

A big part of the initiatives in the 
Guide require support from a 
school/university to provide spaces 
or opportunities for students to 
realize their ideas to support the 
SDGs. The best way to support in 
this case is to include activities of 
students in the curriculum or 
extracurricular agenda of your 
educational institution.

4.
If you represent an organization, whether it is a corporate or an NGO, you can make the behaviors of your employees, 
students or members more sustainable by using this Guide. The Global Goals are not only a responsibility of governments or 
civil society. Businesses, educational institutions and the third sector are huge drivers of change, and this Guide will help you 
to take the first step - engage your people.

How can my organization use this Guide?



Your actions to save the world
(well, one small action at a time)



What is it about?

Sounds like a big mission?

SDG 1. No Poverty

• No extreme poverty, no one lives with less than 1.25 USD a day.
• Reducing the number of people living in poverty by half.
• No matter who you are, you have equal rights to economic resources and basic services.
• Build resilience of vulnerable communities to climate disasters and other environmental, social and economic emergencies.

How can you start?
The number of people living in poverty is highly connected to the unemployment rate and the lack of education amongst most 
vulnerable communities.

• Organize and/or take part in an entrepreneurship training: Increasing the amount of entrepreneurs is a solution. It would 
provide more people with jobs and income, thus eradicating poverty. Invite local entrepreneurs to your class to deliver trainings 
or find an existing program to develop skills for yourself and your class. 

• Organize and/or take part in a job and skills training program: By improving and learning new skills you and your peers 
become more competent to enter the job market and get employed. You can invite or organize a meet-up with professionals 
from different fields - can even be your parents - in your school, university or local community space.

• Learn about economic rights, savings, credit and debt management: Convince your teacher/professor to run a class about 
rights on land and property, policies influencing small businesses, financing and microloans. Start making a personal and family 
budget to learn financial management and be prepared to manage your finances.

• Raise awareness about social protection programs: A majority of the countries have policies to protect vulnerable 
communities through different subsidies and other benefits. Some people don't even know about this and are therefore not 
standing up for their rights. Inform yourself about this topic and then spread the information to all the people in your 
surroundings - friends, family, even your neighbours who you only greet in the hallway.

• Support campaigns collecting items for victims of various emergencies: Various development agencies (Red Cross, UNICEF 
etc.) run campaigns to support communities which are affected by the disasters. Donate your clothes, food supplies etc. to 
support those in need.

Oh yes, it is: there are more than 1 billion people living with less than 1.25 USD a day. But you can easily help to end this. 



What is it about?

Why this matters:

SDG 2. Zero Hunger

• No one goes to bed hungry. 
• Everyone has enough nutritious food to stay healthy.  
• Increase agricultural productivity and access to resources for local producers.
• Increase investment in rural infrastructure and agricultural research.

How can you start?
• Donate to food banks: Approximately, 1.3 billion tons of food gets lost or wasted every year. Make sure you donate leftovers 
from your personal events like birthdays, graduation etc. or school/university ones to the nearest food bank to help people in 
need.

• Organize a day to feed people in local shelters: Volunteer with your friends in a local shelter to collect and give away food or 
even make it a regular class activity.

• Learn how to cook: By learning how to cook you make healthier and more nutritious food to stay healthy.

• Educate yourself and others on nutrition: Our health depends on the food we consume. By learning more about nutrition 
and following a healthy diet, you will increase your productivity and strengthen your health. Make sure to check food nutrition 
while shopping. 

• Buy from local farmers/producers: Make it a habit of buying food from the local shops or markets to support local farmers 
and their businesses.

• Do research/write a paper related to agricultural advancement: The agricultural sector requires innovation and 
technological advancement to grow productivity and ensure sustainability. Educate yourself on new agricultural practices and 
share it with your class to raise awareness.

around 1 in 8 people in the world were estimated to be suffering from chronic hunger. Even if you are lucky enough not to be 
among them, there might be people in your school, apartment block or neighborhood who are going to bed hungry.



What is it about?

Did you know? 

SDG 3. Good Health and Well-Being

• Every child witnesses his or hers 5th birthday
• Reduce the number of people suffering from mental illnesses by 
one third.
• End epidemics of AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and other diseases
• Strengthen prevention and treatment of drug and alcohol abuse

• Significantly reduce the number of deaths from 
traffic accidents
• Provide universal access to sexual and reproductive 
health services
• Ensure equal and fair access to medicine for all

Do you want to contribute to a healthier world?
• Use protection when having sexual relations: This will significantly reduce AIDS epidemics and prevent STDs. Educate 
yourself on this topic.

• Use vaccination: Lack of vaccination coverage is a leading cause of death from preventable diseases. Check out which 
vaccines you need by asking your doctor, school/university or check the website of the World Health Organization.

• Educate yourself about the consequences of alcohol and drug abuse: Conscious and responsible consumption among young 
people can reduce negative impacts from substance abuse. Equip yourself with enough information about the topic and don’t 
hesitate to reach out for help if needed. 

• Volunteer at a hospital: You can check out volunteering opportunities in your local hospital to support its operations which 
help to increase the hospital’s human capacity and their productivity to save lives.

• Organize a visit to a hospital: Organize a class visit to a hospital to learn more about relevant health issues in your country.

• Organize conversation circles with your relatives, friends or colleagues: Social isolation of people with diseases is a common 
problem in communities. To host an open conversation can be a solution to integrate people with particular diseases or to start 
an honest discussion about health issues within a family or a friend group. You can approach a counselor in your school or 
university to get more guidance about this. This is closely related to approaching mental diseases, opening up about HIV/AIDS 
or STDs.

• Drive responsibly: One of the goals is to reduce the number of deaths from traffic accidents. Having a driving license is a 
privilege and responsibility so make sure to follow traffic signs and rules. Don’t use your mobile phone while driving and do not 
drive under the influence of alcohol. Organize a road safety event in your class/workplace to educate peers about the topic.

• Donate blood: Be aware of your local blood donation centers to support blood banks with the supplies needed to help 
people in an emergencies. Initiate a blood donation center in your school, university or workplace once per semester or year. 

• Help rural or emergency areas with equal access to medicine: Not all of the people have equal access to medicine, especially 
in rural areas. Run a campaign to donate medicine that will be passed to rural or emergency areas. You can visit these areas to 
raise awareness and educate locals on the health care basics and hygiene.

Immunization currently averts an estimated 2 to 3 million deaths every year. An additional 1.5 million deaths could be avoided, 
however, if global vaccination coverage improves (source - World Health Organization, WHO). And it’s only 1 of the targets 
that influences 1.5 million lives.



What is it about?

SDG 4. Quality Education

• Every child gets 12 years of education.
• Equal access to education for all.
• Your education gets you employed.

• Affordable and quality technical education, including university.
• Every young person knows how to read and write.
• All learners are educated about sustainable lifestyles.
• Build safe, non-violent, inclusive and effective learning environments.

How can you start?
 • Run an awareness campaign on the importance of education: There are a lot of young people who don’t have access or abandon their 
education for different reasons. Run a campaign advocating for the importance of 12 years of education for every boy and girl to make sure 
that more parents and kids are aware of this issue.

• Donate your books: the easiest way to give access to knowledge is to donate your used books to someone. Organize a class fare to collect 
the study books and donate them to kids who don’t have resources to buy them.

• Fundraise for a local school: A lot of schools give scholarships and donations to kids. You can support an education of a person by 
organizing a charity event or campaign in your school, university etc. to gather money for underprivileged young people.

• Promote and take free online courses: In a digital world, there are more opportunities to get access to education than just go to 
university. There is a big variety of online courses that can teach theoretical and practical skills and prepare you for a future career. Encourage 
your friends to take them. 

• Organize workshops on your area of knowledge to teach others: You can learn a lot from your friends and peers. If you are in high 
school or university, set a list of extra curriculum classes to share about your field of expertise with other classmates. You can organize a 
meet-up with other schools/universities/young people out of schools to share the knowledge. If you are a young professional, dedicate your 
time to mentor young people still in training.

• Organize events with organizations to gain relevant hard and soft skills: Engage professionals to educate you and your peers about 
highly demanded skills. You can run open events to engage underprivileged youth to get access to this knowledge as well.

• Volunteer at a kindergarten: You can contribute with innovative ideas and formats to teach younger kids by having your own experience in 
education.

• Provide tutoring and homework assistance: Dedicate 1-2 hours per week to help to teach young people who don’t have access to 
education or don’t have resources to hire a tutor.

• Teach English: Volunteer with NGOs or by yourself to provide access to English for young people and adults who didn’t have this 
opportunity. English fluency is one of the most demanded skills for employment in a globalized world.

• Deliver the lessons about the SDGs: To make more young people aware of the importance of the sustainable lifestyle spread this Guide 
to your friends and family members, as well as run a class or educational session about the Sustainable Development Goals. You can use 
lessons created by us with our partners - World’s Largest Lesson for youth groups.

• Stop Bullying: Educational institutions should be safe, especially for the emotional and physical well-being of students. Make sure you call 
out bullies and your class has space for open conversation to educate kids and discuss cases of bullying in schools.

• Petition your school to have accessible facilities: Schools and universities need to be accessible for everyone. Currently, not all of the 
schools are adapted to educate kids and youth with disabilities, thus isolating them from social interaction with their peers. Make a petition 
with your class and others to install ramps and other facilities needed for an equally inclusive environment. 

If you are among the youth that has or had a chance to go to school, you are lucky! There are a lot of reasons why youth and 
kids drop out of education. Conflict and natural disasters have disrupted the education of 75 million children. Moreover, there 
are 168 million child labor workers aged 5 to 17, which leads them to drop out of schools.



What is it about?

SDG 5. Gender Equality

• No discrimination based on gender.
• End violence against women.
• Equal access to leadership positions and resources for women.
• End child marriage and female mutilation

• Enhance access of women to IT.
• Ensure access to reproductive health.

• Run a space about career planning for girls: You can run a sharing space about the career choices to challenge stereotypical 
thinking about career paths for girls. Invite inspiring businesswomen and entrepreneurs to deliver a class about their career 
paths.

• Raise awareness about gender equality issues: Your voice can support equal rights for women. You can write a blog about 
your personal experiences, join social media campaigns, organize a gender equality event in your class or school.

• Conduct an intergenerational dialogue on gender roles and norms: Initiate a regular conversation in your family about 
gender roles in household management, careers etc. Run a space in your class to discuss gender prejudice you observe in your 
everyday life.

• Speak up for women in danger: Make sure that bullies in your class, workplace or even your family are called out about 
gender insensitive comments and actions. If those are dangerous for the health and wellbeing of victims, report the case to 
authorities in your school or workplace.

• Educate women and girls about technology: You can start by educating yourself and your family members on how to use a 
computer and the internet, as well as well start taking coding, design etc. lessons online to advance your knowledge. Next, you 
can volunteer in an NGO to work with disadvantaged girls and train them in IT.

• Educate yourself and others about reproductive health and hygiene: Start a conversation with your parents or counselor in 
the school about reproductive health and search for more information. Volunteer at an NGO to educate more girls about these 
topics, especially in rural areas.

• Educate girls on their rights to end child marriage: The issue of child marriage doesn’t have enough exposure. You can 
support awareness campaigns in your community about this issue or volunteer to educate young girls about their rights and 
the dangers of an early marriage.

In different countries the exposure of this issue is different but the fact is: Over 150 countries have at least one law that is 
discriminatory towards women (source: World Bank). Look at your government, business elite or influencers. How many of them 
are women? 10%? 20%? Across all industries, women make up on average 9% of CEO positions. It is about time to change this, 
don’t you think?

How can you start?



What is it about?

Do you know why this is so important?

SDG 6. Clean Water and Sanitation

• Make water the most basic consumer good and improve its quality.
• Everyone has access to a toilet and basic hygiene.
• Not a single drop of water is wasted.
• Protect and restore mountains, forests, wetlands, rivers, aquifers and lakes. 

No contribution is too small. How can you start?
• Run a campaign on hygiene: Raise awareness about the hygiene issues in your community through social media, 
school/university campaign or even a campaign in the neighborhood you live in. 

• Don't overuse water: Be mindful about using water: make sure to close a tap when washing dishes, keep those showers nice 
and short. Consider getting a water meter to be aware of your water usage.

• Educate people on water waste: Run a test with your class to measure how much water can be saved by mindful usage and 
present the results. Encourage your school/university to support the contest and use the results to improve your own water 
management.

• Volunteer to distribute drinkable water in vulnerable communities: As you read above, there are 750 million people who lack 
access to clean drinking water. People have to walk for kilometers every single day just to get the water they need to survive. 
This especially affects children, who are forced to abandon their education because of those water runs. Volunteer on a weekly 
basis to help bring water to those communities and make their lives a bit easier.

• Organize a river clean up: Engage your classmates or family to clean up a local river. Spread this activity to the whole 
school/university or building you live in.

• Protect watersheds: You can plant trees on stream banks and edges that are necessary for filtering sediments and pollutants. 
Make it a group activity as well

More than 750 million people lack adequate access to clean drinking water. We are talking about access to the most needed 
resource for people to survive. Water should not be a luxury product and neither should access to basic hygiene services.



What is it about?

SDG 7. Affordable and Clean Energy

• Everyone has access to energy.
• Double the energy efficiency.
• Up-to-date infrastructure and technology to supply energy for all.
• Increase usage of renewable energy.

What can you do about this?
• Turn off the lights when you are not using them. This will help to conserve energy.

• Educate your family about not wasting power: You can ask your parents to check bills for energy use and track how your 
household improves over time.

• Convince your parents to use solar energy sources: Make a research on renewable energy and how it can be used in a 
household and present the results to your parents. You can install solar panels in your home for water heating, nighttime 
lighting etc. and make your home more sustainable.

• Switch off heating/air conditioning: Keep an eye on using those only when it’s necessary.

• Don’t use multiple devices at the same time: Connectivity of devices and applications drives a behavior of using several 
electronic devices at the same time. Be mindful about this and actively use several devices only when it is necessary. Imagine 
how much energy you're spending on charging your phone and laptop every night, just to be able to scroll through Facebook 
for the tenth time.

• Recycle batteries: Wrong recycling of batteries can cause soil, water and air pollution. Check out information about nearby 
locations where you can recycle batteries and organize a class activity to collect used batteries to recycle.

• Run a competition in your university around sustainable energy: Organize a project fair or competition for the best projects 
and research about renewable energy. It can be a part of the grade for a particular course.

• Spread information about sustainable energy: The big role of youth as innovators is to spread knowledge and raise 
awareness about the importance of this issue. Organize or join a campaign to advocate for clean energy.

• Stimulate traditional companies and government to make the transition: Voice your opinion through petitions and 
campaigns to push transformation of the energy sector in your country.

• Help the local community to adapt: Young people are the best in managing and adapting to changes: we need to be role 
models in using new types of energy and energy waste management. Start with your own family and educate people in your 
building or neighborhood. 

• Support communities without access to energy: In reality, 3 billion people rely on wood, coal, charcoal or animal waste for 
cooking and heating. If there are communities like this in your country, organize a crowdsourcing campaign or learn what 
volunteering opportunities are available to support people in these areas.

Even with all the innovation happening in the energy sector, only 6% of the energy used worldwide comes from renewable 
sources. The role of young people goes beyond conservation. It is time for youth to be actively engaged in advocacy and help 
communities to adapt to usage of new energy sources.



What is it about?

Why should you care?

SDG 8. Decent Work and Economic Growth

Help to prepare more young people to join the workforce:
• Organize after-school workshops and sharing spaces: You can invite people with a specific skill to give workshops about that 
topic in your school or university. You can also organize spaces where participants share their knowledge about a specific topic.

• Organize a mentoring program: You can invite people with experience in a certain field to create a mentoring group that will 
help young people from your university to better prepare for their future jobs. 

• Read the labour law related to your age group in your country: Get informed about the labour law in your country more 
specifically about the section that addresses youth labor. 

• Don’t buy from companies that exploit children: You can search online which are the brands that use child labour to produce 
their products. 

• Sign up to learn new skills and attend career days:  To increase your employability chances you can complement your studies 
with practical skill learning. Subscribe to workshops online or on campus. 

• Buy from local producers: Support local economic growth by choosing to buy from local producers and businesses.  

• Promote your city and country: Support tourism by being an ambassador of your country and city by promoting it to your 
cross-regional or international friends.   

• Run professional orientation in your class: Talk to your teacher or school counselor to run orientation tests in your class.

• Run a training for youth from rural areas: Young people from rural areas often don’t have access to after school training, you 
can help by inviting people with specific skills to run workshops.

Well, this affects us all, globally 13.6% young people are unemployed, reaching over 50% in some countries. Unemployment is 
highly connected to lack of skills and preparation for the labour market.

• Full employment and fair compensation.
• Minimum 7% annual growth of the 
economies in the least developed countries.

• End forced labour and slavery.
• Protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working environments
• Promote skill building for youth employment 
• Implement policies to promote sustainable tourism



What is it about?

SDG 9. Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure

• Double the number of employees in industry in the least developed countries.
• Universal access to the Internet.
• Enhance scientific research.

Young people are catalysts of innovation. 
Here are easy steps for you to support this Goal:

• Organize workshops run by people working in industrial fields in secondary schools: A great way for young people to know 
which careers they can pursue is by talking with people that are already working in the field. You can invite people working in 
different industries to your school to share their experience and skills. This will help to promote careers in the industrial field.

• Organize or participate in a Think Tank contest: You can foster your and your colleagues' entrepreneurial spirit by organizing 
a local idea contest and inviting companies or startups to mentor the winners. 

• Have IT classes in your school: Ask your school to have IT classes or after school workshops focused on developing coding 
and other IT skills. This will prepare more young people to deal with technology.

• Approach your school or university to have an open wireless network: This will help to have equal access to knowledge and 
opportunities to youth without constant Internet access.

• Create a hotspot map: There are a lot of public spaces with free WiFi access. By mapping them out in your neighborhood and 
spreading through social media, flyers or announcements in your building you can help more people access the internet.

• Organize a science fair in your school: You can organize and participate in science fair to stimulate the interest of your peers 
in innovation and industry, as well as come up with creative solutions to different challenges.

Here is some context: While the world talks about the 4th Industrial Revolution, there are 4 billion people who still don’t have 
internet access (and we are not talking about 4G here). We have cars without drivers but there are countries that lack quality 
roads or public transportation.



As you see, there are a lot of issues surrounding the topic of equality. We have all felt discriminated against, at least once. Who you 
are, what you have or who you love is still an issue for some people. Beyond your personal issues, there are young people your age 
trapped in another crisis - 50% of the world’s refugees are under 18 years old. 

What is it about?

SDG 10. Reduced Inequalities

Living in the 21st century, we feel like something should be done about this:
• Voting registration campaign: One of the issues contributing to rising inequalities is caused by the lack of representation of 
minorities and underprivileged groups in government. You can run a voting registration education in these groups to raise their 
engagement and representation in institutions of power.

• Organize events that address issues affecting minorities: Underprivileged groups and minorities have lack of information 
about their basic rights, such as human, labour, property ownership rights, making them vulnerable towards growing inequality. 

• Visit local shelters, orphanages or minority community centers and organize a conversation space to discuss the importance 
of these rights or volunteer there regularly.

• Meetings between officials and underrepresented groups: Petition meetings with local officials and underrepresented 
groups to share their opinions and be included as a voice no matter their age, sex, disability, race, ethnicity, origin, religion or 
economic or other status.

• Support migrants and refugees in your communities: Volunteer in a local refugee camp, gather or donate appliances, food, 
clothes needed. You can organize a language training, cultural induction to your country, skills workshop to make their 
adaptation easier. Petition your government to assist in contributing to resolve the refugee crisis. 

• Educate yourself and friends about cultural differences: In a globalized world, you need to know and adapt to working with 
different cultures to make it more inclusive. Spare an hour to read an article about this and discuss with your peers and family 
about your discoveries.

• Raise awareness about different religions and cultural heritages: After learning yourself, organize a range of cultural nights 
for your community (school, university, work) to eliminate prejudice against different religions and cultures. 

• Give your seat to the ones who need it more: By this small but constant action you can practice empathy and being more 
inclusive for people who don’t have same opportunities as you.

• Favor companies that are inclusive: Check the lists of the companies that are inclusive for different minorities through 
employment there or their products and spread awareness amongst your friends about it.

• Bridge the income gap between rich and poor.
• The safe mobility of refugees and migrants.
• Promote the social, economic and political inclusion of all, irrespective of age, 
sex, disability, race, ethnicity, origin, religion or economic or other status



What is it about?

SDG 11. Sustainable Cities and Communities

• Every person has decent housing.
• Development of sustainable cities and rural settlements.
• Protect vulnerable communities from disasters.

• Safe and affordable transport for all.
• Protect cultural and natural heritage.
• Universal access to public spaces.

Your actions can make cities a better place to live:
• Sign urban development petitions: Keep yourself updated about the developments in the public areas. Sign or start a 
petition to stop projects that are not supporting the development of sustainable cities or promote in your 
building/neighborhood for the ones that build better cities.

• Inspect your building: Spare one hour to check the safety and inclusiveness of your building (Is it accessible for 
disabled/senior people? Does it have any mole or not isolated wires? etc.) Report the cases to your homeowner’s union or to a 
governmental institution.

• Support a project in slums for safe housing: You can volunteer in slums to help with building houses, fixing existing ones, 
setting up public or green spaces.

• Create a ‘good neighbor guide’ for your house: After inspecting your building analyze the results and come up with common 
actions your neighbors can take to make your housing safer and more sustainable. Present or spread amongst your neighbors 
to make them learn how they can improve common spaces.

• Promote cultural nights: Set up a group of meetings where your local community can present the information about their 
cultural heritages. Try to cook traditional food, learn songs, dances or games from these cultures.

• Promote and support local museums: Initiate regular class visits to museums related to your studies or interests. Volunteer 
in a museum to run tours or support their advertising efforts.

• Commute in a sustainable way: There are so many options available - carpool, bike, walk or use public transport. All of them 
make your city more sustainable.

• Raise awareness about disaster points and how to help: Use social media to alert and spread awareness about disasters and 
needed help. Refer to emergency response agencies/institutions to get needed information.

• Create a young board of advisors to give advice to the government: You can create a petition to include opinion of youth in 
urban development, create a proposal and propose to the municipality. Pitch an idea of the board from young people with 
tangible ideas about city improvements.

• Take care of the public spaces: Start yourself and inspire others to contribute to better public spaces - water the greenery, 
trim and plant trees, renovate sports areas and playgrounds, organize a cleanup etc.

• Create new spaces: Set a project with your classmates to create new spaces for sports, rest or community interaction. You 
can make a crowdsourcing campaign to get funding and engage volunteers from nearby neighborhoods.  

Why this matters:
Having a place to live seems like such a normal thing, however, 828 million people live in slums today and the number keeps rising. 
Rising urbanization pressures on freshwater supplies, sewage, the living environment, and public health.



Every person, on average, generates 1.2 kg of waste per day. Can you imagine? This means you create 438 kg of waste per year. Just 
you. Now multiply this number by the number of your family members. Pretty impressive, right? The young generation can ensure 
smarter usage of resources and significantly cut waste generation.

What is it about?

SDG 10. Responsible Consumption and Production

How can you start?
• Reduce usage of paper: Try to not use paper at all and substitute it with electronic devices or carriers. If it is not possible, print on 
both sides to use fewer resources and help to sustain the number of trees.
• Buy recycled goods and recycle yourself: You can find creative ways to reuse existing things in your home you wanted to get rid 
off. Search for DIY videos and articles for inspiration or switch on your creativity. You can also buy goods that are created from 
recycled materials. These actions will directly cut amount of wasted resources.
• Reduce water consumption: Here are some tips: shower shorter, close the tap when washing the dishes, point out when someone 
in your family doesn’t, put a water meter to check how much water your flat/house is using. 
• Switch off electronic devices during the night: Charge your electronics during the day to disconnect them on time when they are 
fully charged. Keep an eye on other devices that you are not using at night (lights, air conditioner, etc) to switch them off before 
sleeping. 
• Keep your car tires inflated: This can help to reduce gas consumption so check for more information about it. 
• Download and use food sharing applications: You can download apps for different locations to donate your leftover food and 
decrease the amount of food waste in your household.
• Food planning for grocery shopping and cooking: Spontaneous shopping leads to overspending and buying food that will be left 
over later. Create your own routine around this and make lists on your fridge, phone or notebook to plan out food for a week. Make 
sure you cook (or order) a reasonable amount of food so you don't have to throw it away later.
• Buy in zero-waste shops: Search for a packaging-free (zero-waste) shops nearby you and check how shopping there can help to 
reduce the amount of plastic, paper and other materials used for packaging.
• Choose reusable products: You can have an eco bag for shopping, a plastic bottle or a cup you could re-use all the time to reduce 
the amount of plastic waste. 
• Donate old clothes and electronics: Check the list of organizations which collect things for people in need and donate your stuff 
that can be reused to them. This will lead to less consumption and impact on the environment.
• Make your own gifts: You can be creative and make recycled gifts for your friends and family to be more sustainable with 
resources.
• Run a workshop on reusing and recycling: Come up with a creative workshop to engage your peers with the idea of recycling. You 
can help to make more people aware of the impact of waste and engage them in a sustainable lifestyle. 
• Set up bins to separate the trash in your school or house: Initiate this idea with school/university management or an NGO that is 
focused on waste management.
• Advocate for corporate responsibility in reducing pollution and environmental impact: Join petitions and campaigns calling out 
not sustainable businesses, choose and buy products from the organizations that appear on various sustainability lists.
• Eat vegetarian: Try to consciously reduce amount of meat consumption. The meat industry creates a huge waste of water 
resources and pollution. Convince your school authorities to make one day fully vegetarian in a canteen.

• Zero waste of natural resources.
• Cut global food losses in half.
• Reduce waste through recycling.

• Keep businesses accountable to adopt sustainable practices.
• Ensure that people know about lifestyles in harmony with nature.



What is it about?

SDG 13. Climate Action

• Increase capacity on facing natural disasters.
• Education and Awareness on climate change.

How to prevent the advancement of climate change: 
• Deliver workshops on what to do in case of disasters: Get in touch with the institutions in charge of natural disasters in order 
to create the workshop in the best way. This will help to equip your peers with knowledge and make them more resilient to 
natural disasters.

• Buy eco-friendly products: Check out the packages to see if the products are produced in an eco-friendly way. Buying 
eco-friendly products helps to reduce environmental impact from their production and consumption.

• Track your carbon print and create an action plan to support the environment: Find an online footprint tracker to measure 
your own emissions and set goals to reduce it. 

• Consume less meat: Become vegetarian for one day a week. The meat production industry has a huge impact on 
environment so by consuming less meet you decrease it.

• Keep your tires inflated for lower gas consumption: Less gas consumption reduces your carbon print and helps to decrease 
CO2 emissions.

• Deliver a training session on how to prevent climate change: Now that you learned about climate action, become an activist 
by delivering workshops on how other people can take action and become more environmentally-conscious. 

• Recycling: The less waste, the safer the environment. Separate paper, glass, plastic, metal, old electronics. All of them can be 
recycled, bring them to the nearest recycling center.

• Turn off the lights: Reduced usage of electricity helps to impact nature less.

• Take public transport or bike: By using public transportation or biking you decrease carbon emissions which severely impact 
the environment. 

Yes, it’s real. 97% of climate scientists agree that climate-warming trends over the past century are very likely due to human 
activities. Unless, humankind will start an urgent action to combat climate change, our home, planet Earth, will be in extreme 
danger.



Do you realize that it all gets back to your plate? The ocean is not our garbage bin. As much as 40 percent of the world’s oceans are 
heavily affected by human activities. Moreover, over 3 billion people depend on marine and coastal biodiversity for their livelihoods. 
Simply put, almost half of the world’s population relies on oceans to exist.

What is it about?

SDG 14. Life Below Water

How can you start taking actions for oceans: 
• Campaigns on plastic usage: Run a campaign about the effects of wrong plastic disposal for seas and oceans.  

• Educate friends on the importance of oceans and marine resources: Based on the YouthSpeak Survey, only 2% of young 
people choose that they would contribute to Life Under Water. This means that youth is missing out on knowledge why 
sustaining clean oceans is important for our everyday life. Make a series of TED talk style presentations about the role of 
oceans in your life or show them a YouTube series about impact of waste on the oceans and lives of their inhabitants. 

• Be conscious about waste disposal and it’s effect on oceans: Look for tips about waste disposal to eliminate negative impact 
on the marine ecosystem, especially related to glass, plastic, batteries and others.

• Stop using plastic bags: Usage and wrong disposal of plastic is a major cause of marine pollution. Convince your parents to 
stop using plastic bags in your household.

• Clean up project for rivers and ocean: As mentioned in Goal 6. Clean Water, you can engage your friends and family to clean 
up a local river, seaside or an ocean near you. Make it a bigger event on Facebook to get support from more people who also 
want to help.

• Don’t throw trash in rivers or oceans and call out those who do.

• Buy local and legal fish: You can support small-scale producers by shopping in local markets and shops. When buying check 
whether the farmer has the needed documents to run a fishing business.

• Reduce marine pollution.
• End overfishing and illegal fishing practices.
• Equal opportunities for small-scale fishers.
• Protect oceans and marine ecosystems.



What is it about?

SDG 15. Life on Land

• Preserve the number of forests and mountains.
• Prevent the extinction of the threatened species.
• Sustain fertile soil and land.
• Protect wildlife and prevent poaching.

Eager to help? Here is how:
• Join policy groups to promote protection of life on land: Join an NGO or a policy group to advocate for the protection of life on 
land through petitions to companies and government, educational events in your local community, creating resolutions to support 
this cause etc. This can help to start a discussion on this topic on the governmental/corporate level. 
• Throw trash in the right place: By simply putting trash in a trash bin you support the cleanliness of the soil, forests, mountains 
which helps to avoid pollution of these ecosystems.
• Organize or join projects to help maintain/build biking or hiking trails: An important way to protect forests and mountains from 
human influence is to create means for both to co-exist. You can create or organize a project which builds or maintains biking or 
hiking trails in your local forest or mountains. 
• Plant a tree: Make it a yearly resolution to plant a tree (or more) in your neighborhood, school garden or forest nearby. You can 
make it a social media challenge or just a thing amongst your friends for them to join this idea.
• Don’t buy Christmas trees: Convince your parents to substitute the tree with a plastic one and reuse it from year to year, It will 
bring an equal amount of holiday spirit and will keep more trees safe. 
• Clean your local parks and forests: Organise your own or join an existing clean-up event to sustain the ecosystem of your local 
green space. It is easier than it sounds: grab a trash bag and collect and sort trash you find. Even 1 bag will make a difference.
• Recycle paper: You can help to avoid cutting more trees by using less and recycling paper. Store all the paper you don’t need in 
a separate bin and take it to a special recycling institutions. 
• Don't use pesticides: To protect and sustain quality of soil, don’t use chemicals while growing plants. It will help to reduce soil 
pollution. You can always choose natural fertilizers.
• Don’t buy illegal plants or wildlife: You can help to prevent extinction of the threatened species if you are checking the source 
and not buying illegal plants and animals. You can check the list of endangered species in your country and globally online or in a 
local library. 
• Don’t buy products tested on animals: Check the labels on the products you buy. Check if they are tested on animals (mostly 
applicable to cosmetics, food, medicine products etc.) Additionally, you can search for a list online. Preventing buying from 
companies that test their products on animals helps to sustain the diversity of wildlife and eliminate cruel practices against 
animals. 
• Don’t visit institutions that behave in a cruel way towards animals: Stop going to circuses with animals and attend only zoos 
and aquariums that take good care of their animals and foster an environment of natural habitat. 
• Don’t buy fur or leather: Substitute fur and leather with faux ones or other materials to prevent cruel practices against animals 
in the fashion sector.  
• Adopt house animals: You can save the life of an animal by adopting a pet and not buying one. 
• Volunteer with street animal organizations or shelters: Help to sustain diversity and save lives of animal species by volunteering 
in organizations helping these pets as well as endangered species.

The forests do not belong to us. Forests are home to more than 80% of all terrestrial species of animals, plants, and insects. 
However, it is our role to take care of them and other land ecosystems to sustain life on land.



• Reduce violence everywhere.
• End violence and torture of children. 
• Equal access to legal services.

• Reduce corruption and bribery.
• Public access to information and protection of fundamental rights.
• Inclusive and representative decision-making at all levels.

According to the United Nations, young people are not at the center of political decision-making even though almost half the 
world’s population is under 30 years old. It is our right as young people to speak up for what we believe in and our voices to be 
represented in institutions of authority. Moreover, living in the 21st century, there are still conflicts happening in the world, causing 
children to leave primary school in conflict-affected countries, growing poverty and ruining infrastructure.

What is it about?

SDG 16. Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions

How can you help this cause?
• Educate yourself and friends about their rights and responsibilities: By knowing your rights you can protect yourself in possibly 
dangerous situations for your basic human and other rights. By educating others, you can help to prevent more youth and kids from 
getting in the situations where they would be exploited or abused, provide them with information about access to legal services and 
others. This should be a separate class in your educational institution. 

• Run community workshops for conflict resolution: Engage your teachers and peers (or colleagues) in a workshop about conflict 
management and resolution. This should be facilitated by a professional and can be a platform for your friends and yourself to learn 
about preventing violent resolution of conflicts, empathy and emotional intelligence.

• Participate in meetings between officials and underrepresented groups: You can contribute with a voice of your generation in a 
decision-making process by taking active part in meetings with your government representative, various youth working groups etc. 
Globally only 2% of parliamentarians are under 30 years old. This makes youth an underrepresented group and you need make an 
extra effort for your rights to be reflected and protected. 

• Vote! Closely linked to the previous point: use your voting rights to manifest your support to particular ideas or to make your voice 
heard by different institutions. In the end, decisions are made by those who show up.

• Run for a public post: If the two previous actions are not enough for you and you want to represent youth in official 
decision-making, you can always run for a public post. You can find inspiring examples around the world, for example, Minister of 
Youth in the UAE is just 23 years old. 

• Stay updated with the news: Being up-to-date with what is going on in society helps you to be aware of rising conflicts, the current 
state of the major governmental decisions, new laws that can influence you. Being well informed and having access to information 
is a privilege and strength that you can use and need to share with your peers to be ready to make decisions on your own.

• Call out corruption attempts and don’t give bribes: Even in the life of a teenager, student or young professional, you might face 
attempts of bribery in different institutions (school, hospital, driving school etc). Make a conscious decision not to support this 
behaviour even though it might seem easier to give a bribe than study or work for a particular thing. In case your family members, 
friends or colleagues try to give/take a bribe, stand up for what you believe in and call them out.



What is it about?

SDG 17. Partnerships for the Goals

• Mobilize financial resources for developing countries.
• Tech and innovation capacity building in developing countries.
• Capacity building of skills needed to implement the Sustainable 
Development Goals in developing countries.

• Increase export from developing countries. 
• Execute data monitoring and accountability 
of progress.

How can you engage everyone to work for the SDGs? 

• Work or volunteer in NGOs that work with SDGs: through volunteering with various NGOs you can contribute through 
various projects in your own country or developing countries to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. In particular, 
you can volunteer in developing countries in the field of capacity building for technology and innovation advancement, as well 
as education about sustainable development.

• Fundraising for projects aligned to the SDGs:  You can support a project directly with your resources or start a crowdfunding 
campaign to support existing initiatives aiming to help achieve the SDGs in one of the developing countries. Just visit one of 
these platforms to get inspired and decide how you want to support this cause.

• Buy products from developing countries: You can support export by creating demand for products from developing 
countries. Pay attention to the Fair Trade label on products which helps to indicate products from local producers in developing 
countries.

• Keep governments and companies accountable: Get to know about your government’s plan to implement the Sustainable 
Development Goals and use your citizenship power (voting, joining working groups, civil society organisations) to pressure 
governments to be accountable for this plan. You can use your customer power to influence businesses to implement 
sustainable practices. Maybe one person is not enough to make this happen, but you can start a movement in your community 
to be noticed. It is up to all of us to take responsibility and achieve the Goals that impact much more than only our own lives! 

This game cannot be won by one person, one company or even just governments by themselves. This is everyone’s responsibility 
if we want to make it happen. All sectors and the whole population must collaborate. 



Who made this Guide possible
The Asian Development Bank was conceived in the early 1960s as a financial institution that would 
be Asian in character and foster economic growth and cooperation in one of the poorest regions in 
the world. ADB assists its members, and partners, by providing loans, technical assistance, grants, 
and equity investments to promote social and economic development. ADB is a proud founding 
partner of Youth for Global Goals.

Partnering with AIESEC for over 10 years and having hosted more than 350 interns around the 
globe makes Electrolux one of the strongest Global partners. This year, alongside with the talent 
attraction, Electrolux was involved in developing a Sustainability strategy together with AIESEC, 
aligned with the Sustainable Development Goals through their strategy "For the better", as well as 
being sponsor of the annual Global Electrolux Excellence Awards.

JCI is a nonprofit organization of young active citizens age 18 to 40 who are engaged and 
committed to creating impact in their communities. JCI is a network of young people in over 120 
countries and with targeted solutions to local issues they benefiting the world. JCI organizes 
projects related to youth issues in over 5000 chapters around the world.

Founded in 1937, Plan International is a development and humanitarian organisation that 
advances children’s rights and equality for girls. We strive for a just world, working together with 
children, young people, our supporters and partners. We strive for a just world that advances 
children’s rights and equality for girls. Plan International is a proud founding partner of Youth for 
Global Goals.

PwC has proudly been supporting AIESEC globally now for more than 40 years, making it the 
longest standing partnership. PwC works with AIESEC on a diverse range of initiatives: actively 
participating at international conferences, contributing with advice and expertise, providing 
financial support, attracting talent and actively developing an alumni network. The global 
partnership can be grouped into four main domains that include global thought leadership, talent 
development, corporate social responsibility and youth insight, each providing its own subset of 
added value.

SDSN Youth is the official youth initiative of the UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network 
to empower youth globally to create sustainable development solutions. SDSN Youth educates 
young people about the challenges of sustainable development and creates opportunities for them 
to use their creativity and knowledge to pioneer innovative solutions for the SDGs.

Teach For All is a global network of over 35 locally led and funded independent partner 
organizations with a shared vision for expanded educational opportunity in their countries. Each 
partner recruits and develops diverse leaders to commit two years to teach in their nations’ 
high-need classrooms and to work throughout their lives to increase opportunity for children.

As one of AIESEC’s largest internship partners, with over 200 internships delivered in the last year, 
TCS works strategically with AIESEC on attracting talents for their global projects within the ACE 
Program around the world. 

UN Habitat is the United Nations programme working towards a better urban future. Its mission is 
to promote socially and environmentally sustainable human settlements development and the 
achievement of adequate shelter for all. Mandated by the UN General Assembly in 1978 to address 
the issues of urban growth, it is a knowledgeable institution on urban development processes and 
understands the aspirations of cities and their residents. For close to forty years, UN-Habitat has 
been working in human settlements throughout the world, focusing on building a brighter future 
for villages, towns, and cities of all sizes.



Team behind the Guide

U-Report is a project run by UNICEF. It is a free tool for community participation, designed to 
address issues that the population cares about. UNICEF works in 190 countries and territories to 
protect the rights of every child. UNICEF has spent 70 years working to improve the lives of 
children and their families.

World Organization of the Scout Movement is the largest international Scouting organization. 
WOSM has 165 members. These members are recognized national Scout organizations, which 
collectively have over 40 million participants.

World Vision is a global Christian relief, development and advocacy organization dedicated to 
working with children, families and communities in over 100 countries to overcome poverty and 
injustice. 

Michiel Stork, Goher-Ur-Rehman Mir, Mansi Jasuja, experts with an extensive background in the field of Clean Energy who 
contributed by running an input creation space for the SDG 7. 

World Merit is a platform for young global citizens who work hard collaboratively to make the 
world better. World Merit strives to connect talent with opportunity, and supports young people 

Project Everyone is a not-for-profit agency, available to work on campaigns, content and events 
which ladder up to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals. Our mission is to 
ensure that everyone on the planet knows what the Global Goals are so that they stand the 
greatest chance of being achieved.
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